Incorrect citation generated by Credo Reference:


Corrected citation:


Corrections made:

- moved the title of the *series* after the main title and removed the italics
- removed the place of publication and publisher’s name; not needed in citation for online encyclopedia (only for print-format)
- changed the URL because the original one from Credo will only work for KPU users; instead, provided the homepage for the database provider [I did a Google search to find the Credo Reference homepage]
- added double-spacing and hanging indent

Link to KPU Library’s APA guide: [http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa](http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa)
Newspaper

Sample newspaper article citations from library’s APA guide:

Note: our article is from an online source, and the name of the author is not given, so I’ve had to use two different sample citations to construct my corrected citation.

Citation for an online newspaper article:


Citation for print newspaper when the author of the article is not known:


Incorrect citation generated by Summon:


Corrected citation:


Corrections made:

- spelled out the name of the month in full (“April” not “Apr”)
- added period after name of newspaper
- changed the URL because the original one from Summon will only work for KPU users; instead, provided the homepage for the online newspaper [I did a Google search to find the Vancouver Sun’s homepage]
- added double-spacing and hanging indent

Link to KPU Library’s APA guide: [http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa](http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa)
Scholarly Journal Article

Sample journal citation from library's APA guide:


Incorrect journal article citation generated by Summon:


Corrected citation:


Corrections made:

- capitalized “Aboriginal” and “Canadian” in title of article; you capitalize proper nouns and words that are normally capitalized
- added double-spacing and hanging indent

Link to KPU Library’s APA guide: [http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa](http://libguides.kpu.ca/apa)